
Hong Kong is clearly going through a

period of transition. In the UK it has

become commonplace to talk about this as

a “crackdown” or even to suggest we are

(finally) witnessing the long-prophesied end

of Hong Kong. This narrative often starts

with the National Security Law enacted on

30 June 2020, and proceeds to the reforms

to Hong Kong’s electoral system currently

underway. These are indeed significant

events, which will shape Hong Kong politics

in new ways. But they did not come from

nowhere. Instead, both measures can be

seen as responses to the way Hong Kong

politics and governance have been

developing over a number of years.

Alternative analyses and explanations

needs to be discussed and taken seriously

in the UK. 

In short, Hong Kong politics has for a

number of years become more polarised

and divisive, and the city’s governance

increasingly ineffective. These trends were

on display in 2014, when the community

was deeply divided over democratic

reforms, leading to the 79-day, largely

peaceful Occupy movement followed by a

rejection of the significant though gradual

change on offer.
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After a regular gathering of the party

elite in October 2019, a strategy of

greater engagement with Hong Kong

politics began to emerge.  This was

seen in personnel and institutional

changes in the management of Hong

Kong affairs, in more frequent and

strident public interventions, and -

most notably - in the decision to pass

national security legislation for Hong

Kong.

While the original intention had been

for Hong Kong’s legislature to legislate

on national security, the stalemate in

Hong Kong’s governance had clearly

made this impossible. Instead, Beijing

made use of a provision in the Basic

Law (that sets out the “one country,

two systems” framework) which allows

legislation on issues of national

concern to be added to Annex III of

the Basic Law and then promulgated

locally (something on which the Sino-

British Joint Declaration is silent). This

little-used measure was controversial,

but legitimate, and - in Beijing’s eyes -

a necessary response to the crisis into

which Hong Kong had been plunged.

The crisis was not just about the need

to return to public order in Hong Kong,

but to deal with calls for

independence and the growing

support for the protest movement

from outside Hong Kong. In 2019, this

was particularly evident in

interventions by US politicians, in the

context of an intensifying anti-China

policy by the Trump administration.

But it was also a feature of the UK’s

politics and policy when it came to

Hong Kong. The idea behind the

National Security Law was to ensure

that Hong Kong could not become a

base for subversion, a long-standing

concern of policy elites in Beijing. Its

implementation has proved

controversial, with the arrests of close

to 100 individuals, including many

former legislators.

In the aftermath of Occupy, politics

moved in more radical directions, with

calls for independence and a brief

episode of rioting in early 2016. After a

new Legislative Council was elected in

autumn 2016, filibustering and fisticuffs

were more common than rational

debate.

But an even bigger shock came in mid

2019, with mass demonstrations over a

proposed extradition bill descending

into increasingly frequent and intense

violence. 

By the end of the year, the sense of

crisis had magnified. The Hong

Kong government seemed

incapable of dealing with events.

Street activism eventually declined

in early 2020, due partly to Covid-19,

but also to more proactive and

restrictive policing.  The response of

the central authorities in Beijing

throughout much of this period was

less assertive than many expected. 
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These cases will take time (maybe years)

to work their way through the courts, a

process which will establish the scope

and practical impact of this new

legislation.

Further controversy came in March 2021

with the announcement of changes to

the system for selecting the Chief

Executive and legislature. The latter will

be expanded from 70 to 90, but with the

number of directly-elected seats reduced

from 30 to 20. That does not mean the

end of dissent or debate, though, as a

quick glance at the daily business of the

current establishment-dominated

Council shows. Other major changes are

the introduction of a centralised

committee to screen potential

candidates and an expanded remit for

the Election Committee, which will again

choose legislators.  

The impact of these changes will only

become clear over time, after the

rescheduled legislative elections are held

in December 2021 and the next Chief

Executive chosen in spring 2022. Over

this period, I suggest that four areas are

worth watching closely.

First, what does this mean for the

constitutional framework of “one country,

two systems”? 

Hong Kong politics will not be the

same as it was before 2019, and from

Beijing’s perspective these changes

offer a chance to mend some of the

previous dysfunction. But Hong Kong

will remain distinctive within China,

with a different governance

framework and institutions from other

cities, including through direct

elections for some legislative seats.

And Hong Kong’s economic and

financial system, supported by strong

institutions and a mature legal and

judicial system, will continue to

support it playing a role as a leading

international financial and business

centre.

Second is the question of governance.

Key to evaluating the recent changes

will be whether they facilitate

improved governance. Hong Kong

faces plenty of well-documented

challenges, such as economic

recovery from Covid-19 to longer-term

issues around affordable housing, the

environment and poverty. Less politics

about the political system itself may

create more space for these issues to

be addressed and for the government

to enhance its governing capacity.

This will not be easy, but it is what

Hong Kong needs.

Third, Hong Kong can still perform

financial and business functions not

possible elsewhere in China, and retain

its position as a point of open

connectivity between the global and

Chinese economies. At a more local

level, it is also a developed and well-

connected city in the Guangdong-

Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area, a

region  of 70 million people with the

most open and dynamic economy in

China. Hong  Kong has much to offer

in sectors such as education and

healthcare, while dynamic neighbours

like Shenzhen are outperforming in

technology and manufacturing.

Finally, international reactions. There

are plenty of challenges in Hong Kong,

and clear unease among much

(though not all) of the population

about how the city might emerge from

its current period of transition. This

unease, amplified by many of Beijing’s

critics overseas, has captured the

imagination of policy makers in the UK

and other major Western capitals.

Some in Hong Kong are looking to

leave, and the UK is preparing to

welcome them. It is clear that

international confidence in Hong

Kong’s future is much reduced.  This is

partly about Hong Kong, but it also

reflects the wider context. 
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About the Author

Relations between China and the West

have moved from “tensions” to hostility

and strategic rivalry. Developments in

Hong Kong have played into that, and

been used to reinforce negative

perceptions about China in Western

capitals. These dynamics look likely to

continue for years to come, while the

US’s Strategic Competition Act suggests

its support for Hong Kong’s opposition

movement will continue.

For Hong Kong, this creates a significant

challenge. It no longer occupies a sweet

spot between China and the US in the

context of a globalising economy.

The UK’s approach to Hong Kong has

shifted from looking to use Hong Kong to

further its global objectives and

engagement with China to one of strong

opposition to Beijing’s approach. It has

called three breaches of the 1984 Sino-

British Joint Declaration. However, the

argument that Beijing is breaching the

Joint Declaration by reshaping Hong

Kong's political system ignores Beijing's

historical role in designing that system

and setting it out in the Basic Law.

Sovereignty now lies with China and

London does not have the unilateral right

to interpret the handover settlement, but

its statements do indicate its distance

from Beijing on Hong Kong issues.
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About the UKNCC

The UKNCC is designed to help the

people of the UK make clear sighted

decisions on their engagement with

China. In an era of an exponential rise of

misinformation and uninformed debate,

our aim is to differentiate 'the noise' from

robust, evidenced and well constructed

information. We highlight high quality

commentary and research and support

those who are already, or could become

Britain's leading talents on China.

The current debate on China in the UK is

too often dominated by 'hawks' and

'apologists'. This can lead to over

simplification and poor decision making. 

The UKNCC seeks to promote a broader,

nuanced debate without entertaining

extreme views or perpetuating false silos. 

While the UK government is no

doubt genuinely troubled by

political trends in Hong Kong, it is

also under political pressure from

Westminster to voice those

concerns robustly. That is linked to

wider perceptions of and policy

towards China. Unless the politics

around China shift, we can expect

the UK to continue to amplify

opposition concerns and to adopt a

highly critical approach towards

developments in Hong Kong.  This

may not serve the UK’s wider

economic, financial and cultural

interests, but it is the political

reality in which London’s approach

to Hong Kong is going to be

shaped for some time to come. 
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